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CAIS PAPER: The MANY FACES OF MARCIA BATES’S
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CITATION IMPACT
Abstract: This paper provides a current and holistic perspective of the citations made to Marcia
Bates’s work using a variety of data and citation sources. Further, it will provide new insight into
the ways in which Bates’s scholarly work has influenced the design and development of
Information Retrieval (IR) systems and search interfaces.

1. Introduction
Marcia Bates is one of the versatile and influential scholars in information science whose
scholarly work has spanned the past five decades. Her work has been widely read, recognized,
cited and used by numerous researchers from a broad array of disciplines. The rationale for
writing this paper is two-fold. The first is that this author’s research work and publications on the
design and evaluation of thesaurus-enhanced search interfaces, and subject access and query
expansion in digital libraries and IR systems have been influenced by Bates’s work. This body of
work includes such writings as a PhD thesis, numerous journal articles, conference papers and
the book that the author published with ASIST in 2012, for which Bates wrote an endorsement.
In addition, evidence of Bates’s influence on the author’s work can be more concretely found in
Marcia Bates’s remarks in her Oral History Interview with Michael Buckland in 2012, where she
makes a reference to the author’s work as following her ideas. The second reason for this
research is that studies that have identified influential information scientists in the past two
decades have mainly addressed Bates’s research areas, expertise, domain knowledge and
scholarly strength. However, there is little work on demonstrating and documenting the impact
and influence of Bates’s work on the actual design and implementation of IR systems, search
user interfaces and digital libraries.
Therefore, this paper addresses two key objectives. The first objective is to provide a quantitative
overview of the citations made to Bates’s work as reflected in various digital libraries and
citation databases in order to gain a holistic and current perspective of the scope of her
authorship, influence and impact on information science. The second objective is to closely
examine a select number of Bates’s publications on the design of IR systems, search user
interfaces and digital libraries, and to demonstrate and document examples of IR systems, search
user interfaces and digital libraries that have been influenced by her research. This study focuses
specifically on Bates’s citation image makers; those authors who have cited her in various
publications.
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2. Literature Review
Citation analysis, publication counts and bibliometric methods have been used to study
influential information science scholars. Citation context and content analysis has also been
employed to examine the motivations for and categories of citations in various subject areas and
disciplines (Bornmann, and Daniel, 2008). Citation analysis and bibliometric techniques have
been used to capture the intellectual image and identity of three information scientists (Cronin
and Shaw, 2002) and also the intellectual impact and influences of one information scientist over
the course of his varied career (Cronin and Shaw, 2007). White (2001) coined the term ‘citation
image-makers’ to refer to all authors who cite a focal author and thereby create his or her
citation image.

A number of studies have examined Marcia Bates’s work and citations to her works. For
instance, White and McCain (1998) list Bates as one of the top 21 prominent information
scientists and a canonical author in the time period of 1972 - 1995. Based on an examination of
the h-index factor, Cronin and Meho (2006) rank Marcia Bates number 3 in a list of 31
influential information science faculty from the United States. In a study of 12 information
innovators, Cronin and Meho (2007) name Bates as one of the influential scholars of the
discipline based on eight of her highly cited publications. Zhao and Strotmann (2008) named
Bates one of the 15 active and influential authors in the period 1996-2005 and also considered
her one of the major contributors to information science IS during that decade. In the 1996-2000
Bates's citation identity is mentioned as 'user studies (information seeking / searching behaviour,
user-centered approach to IR, users and use)' 'scholarly communication and web' and in the
period 2000-2005, her citation identity is considered to be in the area of 'Information retrieval
interaction'.
In a bibliometric profiling of six distinguished information scientists, Sugimoto and Cronin
(2012) examine 69 publications by Bates. They found that Bates has published in 17 venues,
with more than 50% of her publications appearing in four journals: the Journal of the American
Society for Information Science and Technology (JASIST), Information Processing &
Management (IP&M), Online Review, and Reference Quarterly (RQ), in descending order of
number of publications. Most of Bates’s highly cited works were solo publications. In an
intellectual biography of 8 solo-authored publications by Bates, Hartel (2013) notes that Bates's
achievement lies at the intersection “of information retrieval systems and user behavior. There,
she has shed light on the vocabulary problem, interface design, search strategies and tactics, and
the information seeking habits of different groups”.
In a study of co-cited author retrieval and relevance theory, White (2015) notes that Bates and
Belkin “singly and jointly, are the two names that suggest topical areas such as informationseeking behavior or interactive document retrieval”. In a diagram for Bates, White (2015)
suggests that Bates is closely cited with the information scientists Ray Fidel, Carol Fenichel,
Tefko Saracevic, and Christine Borgman, predicting greater cognitive effects for anyone who
reads their works jointly with hers. The prediction makes sense, because both she and they write
in relatively qualitative ways about behavioral aspects of online information retrieval systems.
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This paper provides a current and more holistic perspective of citations to Bates’s work using a
variety of data and citation sources. Further, it will provide new insight into the ways in which
Bates’s scholarly work has influenced the design and development activities and projects.

3. Methodology
The methodology adopted in this study draws partially on the methodological framework
reported by Cronin and Shaw (2007) in their study of Rob Kling in that it aims to study the
intellectual impact of Bates’s work as one information scientist as reflected in citations to her
work. In addition, this study makes use of new methods and sources to enhance the analysis by
drawing upon a wider range of information sources and text analysis methods.
Studies of citation analysis of LIS scholars have found that it is not safe to rely on one single
source for citation analysis or for examining individual authors’ contributions to the discipline
and argue for the use of multiple sources, such as Scopus, Web of Science, and Google Scholar.
(Meho and Yang, 2007). They note that although Scopus provides more comprehensive citation
coverage of LIS and LIS-related literature than WoS for the period 1996–2005, the two
databases complement rather than replace each other.
To address the first research objective, a comparative and quantitative overview of citations to
Bates’s work was conducted to provide a more holistic and inclusive perspective of Bates’s
work. To that end, a number of digital information sources were utilized, including Google
Scholar, Scopus, Web of Science, Library and Information Science Source, and Library and
Information Science Abstracts and ResearchGate. ResearchGate was included as a new academic
social network that provides alternative metric information and also because Bates has a profile
in ResearchGate. In addition, given the evidently incomplete list of publications in Bates’s
Google Scholar profile, it was decided to use Publish or Perish, an open source tool for
retrieving and analyzing academic citations based on Google Scholar and Microsoft Academic
Search. The software provides such metrics as the total number of papers and total number of
citations, average citations per paper, citations per author, papers per author, and citations per
year and Hirsch's h-index.
All the searches were conducted on December 20, 2016. Author search was conducted in LISA,
Library and Information Science Source and Scopus. In Web of Science, an author search was
conducted and two broad subject categories were selected to refine the search, including
‘Information Science and Library Science’ and ‘Computer Science and Information Systems’. A
keyword search was conducted in ResearchGate and Google Scholar.
To address the second research objective, 11 publications were selected from Bates’s work based
on the rationale that they should have a focus on the design of IR systems, search user interfaces,
and digital libraries. A majority of these publications are among the highly cited works. To
demonstrate and document examples of IR systems, search user interfaces and digital libraries
that have been influenced by Bates’s work, two methods will be used. First, individual citations
to her selected works will be reviewed to identify if the citing work involves design,
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development and implementation of IR systems, search interfaces and digital libraries. Second,
search statements were created to include exact phrasing of the selected titles along with the
terms ‘design, development, implementation ‘ and the key categories listed in Table 2, namely
search interfaces and interaction, IR systems and subject access, and digital libraries. To achieve
this for each of Bates’s publications a Google Scholar search was confined to that publication to
conduct focused searches within that citation. In addition, terms such as influence and impact
were used during search. For examining each citing paper, the context and content of the
reference was used as well as searches for Bates’s name or in some examples specific keywords,
for instance berry-picking model. Another search strategy used was to conduct searches for the
names of technology companies within citations. These included web search engines and
commercial databases vendors.
Google scholar, Scopus and Web of Science will be used to conduct searches on the above
search statements. The results will provide specific examples and instances of design,
development and implementation of IR systems and interfaces and digital libraries that have
been influenced by Bates’s work. Attention will also be paid to the institutional and corporate
context of the citations.
4. Findings
4.1 Number of citations
Table 1 shows a comparative and quantitative overview of the publications by Marcia Bates as
reflected in various digital libraries, citation databases and search engines. The key observation
is the differences among these various sources in terms of coverage, citation counts and h-index
factors. Another important and interesting finding is that over 3300 citations to Bates’s work are
in fact missing from her Google Scholar profile. A more curious observation is that the missing
publications in Bates’s Google Scholar profile are actually indexed in Google Scholar, but only
retrievable using Publish and Perish. The links to Bates’s publication in Publish and Perish
retrieve these citations from Google Scholar.
Search system

No. of
Publications
indexed
87
43
46
27

Citations

h-index

ResearchGate
4257
30
Google Scholar
4779
10
Scopus
2369
19
Library and Information
--Science Abstracts (LISA)
Library and Information
67
--Science Source
2082
21
Web of Science
63
8141
38
Publish or Perish
200
Table 1. A comparative and quantitative overview of Marcia Bates’s publications and citations
It should be noted that the search for Marcia Bates using Publish or Perish application retrieved
publications by Marcia H Bates, whose expertise lies in the environmental and earth science area
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and her publications and citations had to be individually removed. Table 2 shows the
publications selected to address the second research objective, namely Bates’s publications that
have a particular focus on IR system design, Search interfaces, and digital libraries.

Subject
areas

Publications

Google
citations

WoS
citations

Scopus
citations

Research
Gate

search
interfaces
and
interaction

Bates, M. J. (1989). The design of browsing and berry-picking
techniques for the online search interface. Online review, 13(5),
407-424.
Bates, M. J. (1990). Where should the person stop and the
information search interface start?. Information Processing &
Management, 26(5), 575-591.
Bates, M. J. (1990). The berry-picking search: User interface
design. User Interface Design. Addison-Wesley.

1789

522

728

1367

451

152

183

280

30

Not
indexed

Not
indexed

22

Bates, M. J. (1986). Subject access in online catalogs: A design
model. Journal of the American Society for Information Science,
37(6), 357.

177

177

189

263

Bates, M. J. (1986). An exploratory paradigm for online
information retrieval. Intelligent Information Systems for the
Information Society. Amsterdam: North-Holland, 91-99.

86

Not
indexed

Not
indexed

36

Bates, M. J. (1979). Information search tactics. Journal of the
American Society for information Science, 30(4), 205-214.

629

229

268

338

Bates, M. J. (1977). System meets user: Problems in matching
subject search terms. Information Processing & Management,
13(6), 367-375.

54

27

27

32

Bates, M. J. (1977). Factors affecting subject catalog search
success. Journal of the American Society for Information Science,
28(3), 161-169.

118

42

38

66

Bates, M.J. (1990) Design for a subject search interface and online
thesaurus for a very large record management database. In: Diane
Henderson (Ed.) Proceedings of the 53rd Annual Meeting of the
American Society for Information Science, Toronto, Ontario,
November 4-8 1990. Medford, NJ: Learned Information, pp.20-28.

20

3

Not
indexed

Not
indexed

Bates, M. J. (1998). Indexing and access for digital libraries and
the Internet: Human, database, and domain factors. Journal of the
American Society for Information Science, 49(13), 1185-1205.

261

86

108

189

Bates, M. J. (2002). The cascade of interactions in the digital
library interface. Information Processing & Management, 38(3),
381-400.

117

29

39

80

IR systems
and
subject
access

Digital
libraries

Table 2. Select list of Marcia Bates’s publications, with a particular focus on IR system design,
Search interfaces, and digital libraries

4.2 Findings on the Impact of Bates’s Work on System Design
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The second objective of this study was to closely examine a select number of Bates’s
publications on the design of IR systems, search user interfaces and digital libraries, and to
demonstrate and document examples of IR systems, search user interfaces and digital libraries
that have been influenced by her research. For this part of the study the citation context and
content of each publication was closely examined to establish whether the citing paper only
makes a mention or in fact makes use of the ideas to design, develop, implement and test
systems, interfaces and digital libraries. While initially 11 papers were selected to be examined
in terms of citations, only 7 were short-listed as others were extended or expanded versions of
initial ideas. The following articles were removed from the original list of 11 publications.
Bates, M. J. (1990). The berry-picking search: User interface design. User Interface Design. AddisonWesley.
Bates, M. J. (1986). An exploratory paradigm for online information retrieval. Intelligent Information
Systems for the Information Society. Amsterdam: North-Holland, 91-99.
Bates, M. J. (1977). System meets user: Problems in matching subject search terms. Information
Processing & Management, 13(6), 367-375.
Bates, M. J. (1977). Factors affecting subject catalog search success. Journal of the American Society for
Information Science, 28(3), 161-169.

Appendix 1 lists the selected 7 publications that were examined in this study along with the
citing papers that used Bates’s work as the basis for or as part of system design or interface
design.
Bates’s Influence on Search User Interface Design: General Observations
There were a number of key information retrieval and human computer interaction publications
on search user interface design that have widely cited Bates’s work. These publications (mainly
books) discuss Bates’s work from the perspective of search user interface design. For instance,
Hearst (2009) makes various references to Bates’s papers on the berry-picking model,
information search tactics and the article “Where should the person stop and the information
search interfaces start’. Wilson (2011) and Wilson and White (2009) use Bates’s work to not
only suggest user interface design guidelines, but also develop a holistic usability evaluation
framework and methodology for search user interface design. In his book titled Interaction with
Search Systems, White (2016) numerous references to Bates’s work on berry-picking model and
search tactics as they relate to interface design and search system functionality. Marchinonini
and Komlodi (1998) note that BATES (1979a, 1979b) created a taxonomy of practical strategies
and tactics that information seekers could use during search and, which also served as the basis
for interface designs. Niu and Kelly (2014) note that Bates’s classification of search tactics
served as an important conceptual reference for the large number of empirical studies that
followed and that recent studies of Web search have focused on Bates’s search formulation and
term tactics. In addition to information retrieval and HCI researchers, the information
architecture community has widely benefited from Bates’s berry-picking model. Rosenfield and
Morville (2002) and Morville (2005) make extensive references to Bates’s works to support their
ideas of developing information architecture designs for various websites.
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The following provides a discussion of selected individual papers and the citing authors who
have made specific references to Bates’s work for designing and developing search systems, user
interfaces and digital libraries.
Article 1: The Design of Browsing and Berry-picking Techniques for the Online Search
Interface (1989)
Bates’s berry-picking model has influenced the design and evaluation of a broad range of IR
systems, OPACS, web search engines, websites, digital libraries, exploratory search systems,
faceted search systems, browsing and visual search interfaces. Malik et al. (2006) report the
design of an interactive IR system and note that the second major improvement of their interface
was the addition of design elements based on the berry-picking model. Wilson (2009) developed
a holistic usability evaluation method called Sii based on Bates’s tactics and Belkins’s
Information Seeking Strategies (ISS) and evaluated a series of search systems and interfaces
including: collaborative information search systems (Search Together by Microsoft), faceted
search and browsing interfaces, digital libraries, and information architecture in a web company.
Kajiyama and Satoh (2014) note that the berry-picking model has been used in many studies, and
they make references to examples of expanded models and theories based on the berry-picking
model and the developed retrieval systems.
Article 2. Where Should the Person Stop and the Information Search Interface
Start?(1990)
This paper has been well cited in papers where there was a strong emphasis on design of search
interfaces. Based on tactics, stratagems and strategies and the notions of strategic support and
proactive support, Klas et al. (2004) developed a digital library system called Daffodil, whose
architecture is structured according to these levels. Panasanato and Fortes (2007) present a
system prototype based on orienteering to browse semantically-enhanced educational wiki pages.
The system makes use of the levels of activity move, tactic, stratagem and strategy. Grigoreanu
et al. (2009) from Microsoft research make use of the berry-picking model to improve Microsoft
Excel, one of the most widely used spreadsheets and the most popular end-user programming
environments. They make a reference to Bates’s argument that search systems should be
designed to make a good strategy easy to employ, by taking into account search behaviors which
promote the strategic goals of searching for information. They further note that this advice also
holds in designing debugging tools for end-user programming environments. A European
Commission supported project developed a digital library called EZDL (Beckers et al., 2012,
2014), which makes extensive use of Bates’s technical support including term suggestions for the
search query or the extraction of frequent authors or terms from the result list. Suggestions of
tactics and stratagems for furthering the search are shown to the user on request, based on casebased reasoning and previous feedback from other users about the usefulness of the suggestions.
Morris and White (2011) in their US patent titled ‘identification and use of web search expertise’
make references to Bates’s article. Also, Zhang, P., & Koppaka (2010), both from Lexisnexis, A
Division Of Reed Elsevier Inc., refer to this article in their US patent titled ‘Citation network
viewer and method’.
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Article 3. Subject Access in Online Catalogs: A Design Model
Based on Bates’s design model, Belkin and Marchetti (1989) highlighted some design guidelines
for intelligent creation of a user thesaurus, hierarchical organization of topics, display relative
importance and frequency of a term in a database. Several researchers in the domain of expert
systems and knowledge-based systems have made specific references to the design of subject
access. This is due to the subject and semantic nature of Bates’s design model and the
importance of it as a mechanism to provide a variety of vocabulary for users to formulate search
statements (Chen and Dhar, 1991; Alberico and Micco, 1990). Shiri et al. (2002) identified and
documented a series of thesaurus-enhanced search interfaces that benefited from Bates’s idea of
thesaurus –enhanced search systems. White and Roth (2009) use several of Bates’s publications
including the berry-picking model and subject access in online catalogs to develop features for a
new category of search systems called exploratory search systems, stressing the importance of
moving beyond the query-response paradigm. In the final report for the Library of Conference
Bicentennial Conference on Bibliographic Control for the New Millennium Taskforce
Recommendation 2.3 on Research and Design Review: Improving User Access to Library
Catalog and Portal Information, Bates (2003) also makes a number of recommendations for
designing subject access, user access vocabulary and interfaces. The design of subject access in
online catalogs has received extensive attention by researchers who studied the development of
end-user thesauri, concept tools, super-thesauri, semantic networks, taxonomies, subject access
tools, knowledge organization systems and online catalogs (Pollard, 1993; Shiri, 2012).
Article 4. Information Search Tactics (1979)
As part of developing an interface for a full text retrieval system at Digital’s Customer Support
Center called STARS, Anick et al (1989) made use of Bates’s query reformulation strategies to
facilitate query reformulation and experimentation, by making iterative adjustments to the query
easy to perform. Smith et al. (1989) use the parallel tactic that Bates proposes in her paper to
design an intermediary intelligent system where users’ keywords could be interpreted and
matched with additional terms for broadening the search. Brajnik et al. (1990) developed an
expert system called Information Retrieval Natural Language Interface (IR-NLI) to support endusers in online searching and made use of search tactics to develop a user model for the
prototype system. In developing an expert system for MICROARRAS, a full text search and
retrieval engine, Gauch and Smith (1993), Bates’s tactics provide the basic operations for our
expert system. In particular, they make use of query reformulation strategies suggested by Bates.
Brajnik et al. (2002) developed a prototype knowledge-based IR system called FIRE for
coaching users based on search strategies and tactics suggested by Bates.
Morris and Teevan (2009) in their monograph on Collaborative Web Search highlight the
importance of the search tactics suggested by Bates and note that such tactics as ‘consult’ and
‘brainstorm’ have inherently social nature and can be designed as components of collaborative
web search systems. They also report that they found that brainstorming with others, particularly
brainstorming alternative query keyword choices, was a common social interaction during
information seeking tasks. In an evaluation of collaborative search interfaces, Wilson and
Schraefel (2008) developed a framework based on Bates’s search tactics and Belkin’s
Information Seeking Strategies and found that the framework could be just as easily applied to
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collaborative search interactions as individual seeking software. Using Bates’s search tactics and
Belkins’s information seeking strategies, Wilson and Schraefel (2009) developed an analytical
search interface inspector to evaluate the ways in which a search interface supports different
information seeking behaviour. The tool can be used by the designers of search interfaces to
quickly asses design ideas.
Janecek and Pu (2004) report the development of semantic fisheye views (SFEV) can be
designed to effectively support opportunistic search, namely searching for more general or
specific concepts throughout the search process. The proposed visual interface enables rapid,
interactive exploration of the multiple contexts that is useful for different search strategies.
Kriewel and Fuhr (2007, 2010) report the development and evaluation of an adaptive search
suggestion system as part of the digital library platform. The system makes use of terminological
suggestions, strategic suggestions, suggestions in regards to operators and advanced search
suggestions. The system uses search tactics and strategies proposed by Bates. Thudt et al. (2015)
propose guidelines for versatile search interfaces that are based on a modular approach to search.
Based on Bates’s search tactics, they developed what they called micro-strategies, such as
querying, linking, and scanning. For digital libraries and book collections, they suggest visual
overviews, different types of linking for exploration, search histories and exploration trails,
playfulness and rich interaction, and fluidity through continuous navigation.

Article 5. Design for a Subject Search Interface and Online Thesaurus for a Very Large
Record Management Database (1990)
Drawing upon Bates’s work on ‘Design for a Subject Search Interface and Online Thesaurus for
a Very Large Records Management Database’ and her information search tactic, Anick and
Tipirneni (1999) developed a system called Paraphrase Search Assistant for the Altavista web
search engine, which supports interactive query refinement through suggesting semantically
related terms on the interface. In the design proposed by Bates (1990) of a subject search
interface and online thesaurus, the online thesaurus is made in such a way that synonyms and
term variations are clustered. The system was developed for the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power and the system search interface was enhanced using the Department’s
Thesaurus. This proposal allows for a larger entry vocabulary and the inclusion of partial
matches between the user’s term and those held in the thesaurus. The proposed design features
allow the mapping of user-entered terms to those of the thesaurus and the use of the OR operator
for combining all thesaurus terms selected by the user. The main feature of the interface is the
display of alternative thesaurus terms without any hierarchical order or term type definition.
Following the development of this interface, we observe a number of projects started in Europe,
including the OKAPI project (Beaulieu, 1997), Hyperline (Agosti et al., 1992), HIBROWSE
(Pollitt, 1994), and more recently in Canada (Shiri et al., 2011, 2013). Following these projects
particularly in 1990s, we note that several database vendors began to create search user
interfaces that incorporated thesauri to support semantically rich search experiences. These
database vendors included Ovid, Ebsco, WilsonWeb, Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA),
Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge, Engineering Village, and ProQuest.
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Article 6. Indexing and Access for Digital Libraries and the Internet: Human, Database,
and Domain Factors (1998)
Smith et al. (2006) from Microsoft Research, introduced FacetMap, an interactive, query-driven
visualization, generalizable to a wide range of metadata-rich data stores. FacetMap uses a visual
metaphor for both input and output. The authors have designed this visual interface based on the
idea of recognize versus recall proposed by Bates (1998). Sarkar (2014) developed a
collaborative search system based on users, items, and keywords that make it easy for users to
search for relevant items and relevant users (US Patent).
It should be noted that Bates’s article titled ‘Indexing and Access for Digital Libraries and the
Internet (1998)’ has received more attention by those who in developed, modified or enhanced
thesauri, taxonomies and classification systems than designing systems or interfaces. This is due
to the focus of the article on indexing and structuring content in digital information systems.

Article 7. The cascade of interactions in the digital library interface
A number of studies have cited this article and made use of it to develop conceptual designs for
digital libraries (Sandusky, 2002; Butterworth 2006; Blandford et al., 2007), usability
frameworks and methodologies (Wilson, 2011), and conceptual design of cultural heritage digital
information systems (Stiller, 2012). Drawing on the cascade of interactions model, Beckers and
Fuhr (2012) introduce the concept of user-oriented design of IR systems supporting different
kinds of search tasks.
5. Limitations
It should be noted that numerous papers used these ideas to evaluate systems and interfaces,
including websites, portals, digital libraries, OPACs, experimental IR systems, web search
engines etc. Also, excluded from this paper are studies that have made use of Bates’s model to
develop new information search and seeking models. Bates’s work has been used to categorize
users’ search strategies through analyzing web search logs. If we take a broad perspective of
system design, this paper did not address the design and development of many controlled
vocabularies and thesauri influenced by Bates’s model of user thesaurus or Front-end System
Mind (FSM). The focus of this paper was on citing papers that reported the design and
development of systems and interfaces. In my book titled Powering Search (Shiri, 2012), which
is heavily influenced by Bates’s notion of vocabulary, subject access and search interface design,
I have identified and critiqued more than 100 examples of search user interfaces that aim to
achieve the same goal.

6. Conclusion
Our analysis of the selected publications by Bates demonstrates that these publications have
influenced the conceptual and practical design, development, evaluation, improvement of a broad
range of digital information systems, including online catalogues, expert systems, online
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databases, information retrieval systems, cross-lingual IR, interactive IR, web search engines,
digital libraries, and cultural heritage websites; and collaborative information retrieval systems,
including social question answering sites, query suggestion systems, exploratory search systems,
faceted search systems, and enterprise and consumer search systems. While the focus of this
study was not to examine the institutional affiliation of the citing authors to Bates’s work, we
gathered some data to provide a different perspective of the notion of influence and impact in the
context of system design and development. Our brief analysis of the institutional affiliation of
citing authors shows that researchers from Altavista (Anick, P. G., & Tipirneni , 1999),
Microsoft (Teevan, 2003; White and Horvitz, 2015), Yahoo! (Anick & Tipirneni, 2003; Rose &
Levinson, 2004; Grigoreanu, 2012), Xerox from Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (Weyer, 1982;
Rao et al., 1993; Pirolli and Card, 1995; Morville, 2005), Endeca (Kules et al. 2009), and the
information architecture community (Morville and Rosenfield, 2002; Morville, 2005; Morville
and Rosenfield, 2007) have made extensive use of and references to Bates’s work.
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